Russia and Ukraine from the Perspective of Numerology – March 22
This article follows my previous article “The date 22/ 02/ 2022, Russia and Ukraine”, which was
written prior to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine (24/02/2022). In the period between these articles, we
have experienced a very intense period of 2 energy. Each date from 20/02/2022 to 28/02/2022
inclusive contains five 2’s, except 22/02/2022 which contains six 2’s and the greatest concentration
of 2 energy to date.
Such a concentration of 2 energy can bring enormous sensitivity, encouraging individuals to respond
with emotion and be extremely spontaneous and impulsive. Within this period, Russia invaded
Ukraine (24/ 02) and the West subsequently introduced sanctions. Towards the end of this period
(27/ 02) the assets and travel of named oligarchs and officials were frozen. Additionally, Russian
banks were “disconnected from the international financial system” by limiting their access to
messaging systems used to transfer money across borders. This action has never been done on such
a large scale before. A bond of trust has been broken and the global financial system has been
changed forever as a result.
A feature throughout these dates is also 20/ 2 energy, which in Numerology represents ‘The
Goddess and the Miracle of Birth’. Giving birth brings imperative creativity, but also violence, as
there is a great focus on survival at all costs and ‘coming out on top’.
After 19 centuries with the 1 at the front of the year and everyone on this planet having a 1 in their
charts, structures have been built and reinforced over many years to further strengthen the
influence of 1 energy.
The new millennium (from year 2000) brought the potential (000) for us to go back to source (000)
and to create new structures with 2 energy at the foundation. This potential grows with the
influence of 2 energy becoming stronger with each successive year.
This is a profound shift, the qualities of 1 energy can be very loud, focussed on self, promoting ego
and one way of doing things. The 1 encourages leading from the front and on top, controlling and
containing, whilst often discouraging expression of emotion or empathy. The 2 energy on the other
hand works in more silent, subtle ways. The 2 focuses within and underneath (like Mother Earth)
encouraging growth, creativity and expansion through love and compassion.
The 1 energy has the qualities of fire and can be likened to ‘the ignition’ bursting with ambition,
leading the way as a pioneer. The 2 energy conversely has the qualities of water and is more of a
team player, constantly aware of duality, preferring to work from within as a peace maker,
expressing empathy and compassion. Despite this, whilst water can reflect and be still (transparent
when pure), water can also bring waves and tsunamis. Water when working with Mother Nature can
move mountains.
With the increased influence of 2 energy, we experience separation for the first time (1 1) and have
opportunity to see both sides of the situation, to look at ourselves and our impact on our
environment. These qualities give 2 energy the propensity to act as a mediator - seeking to restore
unity, peace and harmony to the most disparate parts of any situation, trying to balance the
emotional seesaw of union and separation.
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With this shift, many leaders (most of whom have benefitted from existing structures) are becoming
increasingly aware that they have a new type of voter. Many of these leaders have learnt that if they
wish to successfully engage with their new voters’ they must adjust their approach and
communications accordingly. Currently anyone aged up to 22 may be strongly influenced by 2
energy and as well as being able to vote are often very ‘tech savvy’. The ‘snowflake generation’ has
come of age and is now more able to encourage new ways of thinking with their empathy and
compassion. Their increasing influence means that collectively we can start to respond in new ways
and find new solutions. This may result in our new collective responses bringing existing structures
down so new structures can be built, new structures that better reflect and can accommodate the
new thinking.
The impact of the 2 energy from 2000 to 2019 was gradual compared to its impact from the year
2020.
In the year 2020, we all experienced separation and isolation due to Covid. During this period we
had the opportunity to look at ourselves and our actions with greater awareness and understanding
(1 1). The Soul work for the year 2020 (20 + 2 = 22/ 4) represents the ‘Master Builder’ and can act
as a wake-up call, encouraging potential new master builders to emerge. Leaders who are insightful
and group centred, encouraging co-operation. Ideally mobilising us all to work for causes greater
than individual benefit.
The Soul work for the year 2021 (20 + 2 + 1 = 23/ 5), builds upon our desire to build new structures,
potentially encouraging creativity (3) and new thinking (5), all born of the 20/ 2.
The year 2022 further increases the prevalence of 2 energy, especially during February (2) 2022, as
we move the furthest we have been so far from the influence of 1 energy. For the first time, 2
energy becomes the dominant energy, with all those up to the age of 21, the most strongly
influenced.
The outer expression of the Soul work for the year 2022 (20 + 2 + 2 = 24/ 6), represents alchemy and
the potential for new structures (4) to emerge from the watery depths of emotion (20/ 2) we may
find ourselves plunged into. The date Russia invaded Ukraine (24/02/ 2022) has 24/ 6 as the starting
point as well as 24/ 6, the Soul Work for that year, all in the same day. This potentially bringing to a
head the desire for new structures and to break through existing limitations. This date also contains
five 2’s and can bring enormous sensitivities as well as confusion. The inner work to be done this
year (2+ 0 + 2+ 2 = 6) encourages us all to take responsibility and embrace change, so a brave new
world can emerge. Sacrifice may have been a pivotal theme of this day.
The first goal that comes from this date (24 + 2 = 26/ 8) represents ‘Lord Karma’. This introduces
great feelings of responsibility towards others and new higher concepts (6) which are born out of
emotion (20/ 2). The 8 represents karma in Numerology and is the one number that has no end (on
its side OO this number represents eternity). The 8 ultimately represents the changing of patterns
that would otherwise go on forever, ‘As Above, So Below’. The 8 illustrates the constant cycle of
spirit or light going deep into matter or darkness, to re-emerge so eventually everything can be
brought to the surface, to be looked at in the light of day.
8 represents re-evaluation and balance between spirit and matter because eventually the circles get
smaller, as more is brought to the surface to be looked at and more light is taken into the dark.
Ultimately 8 represents spirit and matter working together in harmony to regenerate and rebuild.
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The constant movement represented by the 8 also illustrates how we are forced into action, forced
out of our comfort zones, forced to re-evaluate, forced to look at what is put before us, forced into
the unknown and into the dark. When there is imbalance, this can be destructive. Eventually the 8
represents working with spirit to bring about change without harming anyone.

Looking at the bigger picture…
World War 1 began *

28 7 1914

- 28 + 7 + 19 + 14 =

68/ 14/ 5

World War 2 began

01 9 1939

- 01 + 9 + 19 + 39 =

68/ 14/ 5

Russia Invaded Ukraine

24 2 2022

- 24 + 2 + 20 + 22 =

68/ 14/ 5

* Using the assassination of the Austrian archduke Francis Ferdinand as a pretext to present Serbia
with an unacceptable ultimatum, Austria-Hungary declared war on the Slavic country on this day in
1914, sparking World War I.
The Soul work for each of these years is about structure: The year 1914 (19 + 1 + 4 = 24/ 6), new structures (4) emerge from the depths of emotion (20/ 2).
The year 1939 (19 + 3 + 9 = 31/ 4), will (1) to build something solid (4) with communication (30/ 3).
The year 2022 (20 + 2 + 2 = 24/ 6), new structures (4) emerge from the depths of emotion (20/ 2).
68/ 14/ 5 in numerology represents a significant re-evaluation (8) of existing concepts and
responsibilities (60/ 6). This can represent leadership or those in power (10/ 1) trying to bring in new
structures (4) and new belief systems with the intention of breaking through and finding freedom (5)
despite the perceived limitations.
14/ 5 in numerology represents ‘The Messenger with the Power of the Word’ and this energy can
bring the potential to be obsessive, as well as very persuasive.
68/ 14/ 5 in this context ultimately represents the power of communication, to bring in new
structures as well as new concepts or belief systems.
The influence of 68/ 14/ 5 energy here can bring a ruthless practicality as the 8 can be very direct in
communication, forcing all involved into action and out of their comfort zones.
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‘The Messengers with the Power of the Word’ during World Wars 1 and 2 were primarily the male
leaders of each nation (exemplifying 1 energy), with entertainers, newspapers and others of
influence echoing and clarifying their message. Communication involved them repeating their
message enough times and with such force, they created an ‘illusion of truth’. Education and
knowledge were available only to the privileged few. Those at the top were empowered by those
below.
In the years following World War 2 (especially since 1980) we have seen a revolution regarding
communication, with digital democratisation now empowering most western households and
touching the lives of everyone. Whereas previously there was one message and few channels of
communication, most western households now experience greater efficiency and access to
information, other technologies as well as increased global connectivity. Mass circulation on a global
scale is now possible and thanks to the internet, users of technology have all the knowledge they
need at their fingertips. Technology and the internet have provided a platform to those who haven’t
had one before. The users of technology are now ‘The Messengers with the power of the Word’,
they can choose who they want to be influenced by and the groups they want to be seen to belong
to. Everyone has the potential to become an influencer and with lots of different sources and
methods of communication available, users have a plethora of information and opinions to choose
from. Indeed, during the isolation of 2020 many have also become more proficient at using
technology and online communication.
New forms of emotional connection are also flowing from this new digital world. Where leaders
were previously seen as separate and distant, successful influencers now actively encourage their
followers and subscribers to engage with them. Emotional bonds are created and encouraged.
History has shown that the wise don’t need power to influence. Those who have influenced the
world most profoundly did not have great armies, wealth or status. Their power and influence came
from them placing truth and their desire for freedom above all else. This has included Gandhi (who
supported and empowered the ‘untouchable caste’), Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela and
Desmond Tutu (who all supported and empowering the coloured community). Their followers knew
they were with them in their shared struggle.
Space was created by these people for change to happen within a political structure.
In the year 2022, re-evaluation is required so that new structures can be built which encourage true
freedom of expression, empowering everyone to respect all life, their own, the lives of those around
them and the planet. Understandably there is huge resistance to the loss of the old structures and
the old ways of leadership.
Putin, with his ‘old style of communication’ has become increasingly isolated. Russian youth in
particular refuse to be silenced and thousands have been seen to be protesting even though the
penalty is imprisonment.
Russian TV producer Marina Ovsyannikova held up a hand-written sign during Russia’s most popular
live TV news program, denouncing the war, she also shouted ‘Stop the War’. In those 6 seconds she
potentially had more influence than Putin. She was immediately taken into custody and there were
fears that she would never be seen again. She was interrogated for 14 hours, then she had a court
hearing and still faces possible criminal charges, but she has been released.
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This was very courageous; when leadership feels threatened and a leader is trying to regain power,
authority and influence, it can be a very dangerous time.
3
TRUST
29 12

3 / 3 Soul Urge or Motivation
14/ 5 Personality
17/ 8 Overall Self Expression (OSE)

The word ‘Trust’ begins with ‘T’ the 20th letter and the motivation is effective creativity and
communication (3).
‘Trust’ encourages communication and a desire for freedom despite the limitations (14/ 5).
The OSE (17/ 8) encourages movement and re-evaluation (8) though connecting to the bigger
picture as well as looking within (7) to get to the bottom of things to find your own truth.
Trust from the perspective of numerology can be viewed as being about creative communication in
business and ‘getting things done’. When you have limited information or skills, you trust the other
person to do what they say they are going to do. Ideally, trust can be about making changes in the
most effective way possible. In an age where most people now have all the information they need at
their finger-tips, trust is becoming more about personal communication. With faster and more
sophisticated forms of communication, encouraging change on the inside, we have witnessed the
erosion of trust in many of our existing structures.
As an example, for centuries the Motto of The London Stock Exchange has been “My Word is my
Bond” and a handshake used to suffice in the confirmation of this. In recent years it has become
necessary for them to record all their deals to maintain trust. The decision was also made to make
bank managers (who used to be regarded as pillars of the community) salespeople. The recent
decision to “disconnect Russia from the international financial system” would have been closely
observed by other nations (most notably China), who will think twice before investing more than
they can afford to lose in the current “international financial system”. After erosion, a bond of trust
has been broken and the global financial system has been changed forever as a result.
3
TRUTH
29 28

3 / 3 Soul Urge or Motivation
21/ 3 Personality
24/ 6 Overall Self Expression (OSE)

The word ‘Truth’ also begins with ‘T’ (the 20th letter) and the motivation is also effective creativity
and communication (3). The word ‘Truth’ encourages the will (1) to influence deep emotions (20/ 2)
and bring in new ideas (21/ 3). The OSE (24/ 6) encourages new structures (4) to emerge from the
depths of emotion (20/ 2). Ideally truth is about looking within and making changes. ‘Waking up to a
personal truth’ can be a profound experience, and when you know a truth it can’t be ‘unknown’.
Profound change on the inside results in more permanent new thinking, and new responses which
change our environment.
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Looking more closely at the current situation …
Putin’s Date of Birth: 7 10 1952 17
1 26
8
8
16
7

Zelenskyy’s Date of Birth: 25 1 1978 25
7
34
8
7
15
6

First Goal 7 + 10
= 17/ 8
Inner Work 1 + 9 + 5 + 2 = 17/ 8
Life Path
34/ 16/ 7

First Goal 25 + 1
= 26/ 8
Inner Work 1 + 9 + 7 + 8 = 25/ 7
Life Path
51/ 15/ 6

1 9 9 19/ 10/ 1 Soul Urge or Motivation 6 6 7 7 26/ 8 Soul Urge or Motivation
VLADIMIR
VOLODYMYR
43 4 4 9 24/ 6
Personality
4 3 4 4 9 24/ 6 Personality
43/ 16/ 7 Personal Intent (PI)
50/ 5 Personal Intent (PI)
3 9 12/ 3 Soul Urge or Motivation
PUTIN
7 2 5 14/ 5 Personality
26/ 8 Hereditory No.

5 5
77 24/ 6/ 6 Soul Urge or Motivation
ZELENSKYY
8 3 512
19/ 10/ 1 Personality
43/ 16/ 7
Hereditory No.

3 9 1 13/ 4 Soul Urge or Motivation
3 19 5 18/ 9
Soul Urge or Motivation
RUSSIA
UKRAINE
9 11
11/ 2 Personality
29 5
16/ 7
Personality
24/ 6 Overall Self Expression (OSE)
34/ 16/ 7 Overall Self Expression (OSE)
Both Putin and Zelenskyy are strongly influenced by 8 energy, especially when younger.
The day and month of their birth dates generate 71/ 8, which indicates great will (1) born of great
inner belief and conviction (70/ 7), as well as a need to re-evaluate (8) and subsequently manifest
their personal visions according to their own personal truths. They both also share ‘8’ first goals, and
88/ 16/ 7 is generated from Putin’s Date of Birth - this encourages Putin to be a generator and may
mean when he’s not generating he can become explosive. Zelenskyy’s First Goal, the motivation
behind his Personal Intent and Putin’s outer expression of Soul Work are all represented by 26/ 8
energy or ‘Lord Karma’ indicating they both feel responsible for changing profound patterns that
would otherwise go on forever.
Throughout this conflict ‘Putin’ has been referred to by his surname, this is an indication of how he is
perceived by many. Putin’s Hereditory No. represents characteristics inherited from the family group
he was born into, this vibrates to 26/ 8 energy. The letter ‘Z’ (used as a symbol by his followers) is
the 26th letter of the alphabet, which indicates that he may be seen as representing a group that
wants to bring about change. The name ‘Putin’ starts with the 7th letter of the alphabet ‘P’, which
also encourages secrecy, (Putin will also be age 70 in October this year).
Putin’s First Goal and Inner Work (17/ 8) represent a ‘seeker of the truth’ wanting to get to the
bottom of things. This also indicates that ‘trust’ is a big issue for Putin, resulting in him distancing
himself from others and preferring to trust only his inner voice.
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It’s interesting to note that Zelenskyy’s OSE = 157/ 22/ 4, as well as both Vladimir and Volodymyr’s
first names begin with ‘V ‘which is the 22nd letter. In Numerology the first letter of a name is
significant as the sound carries on through the whole name. The first letter ‘V’ in a name can
encourage leadership as well as building at the highest level, intuitive awareness may also
potentially be a strong source of power.
Both Putin and Zelenskyy are strongly influenced by 24/ 6 energy, especially regarding their
personalities expressed by their Personal Intents. This may also be a motivation of Zelenskyy’s
family. Both are encouraging new structures (4) to emerge from the depths of their emotions (20/
2), especially this year. They both take this responsibility very personally.
Similarly, the name Russia also vibrates to 24/ 6 energy, indicating great depth of emotion being
brought to the surface this year in Russia, especially as many Russian’s have family members in
Ukraine and 24/ 6 can also represent family structures.
Both leaders are spontaneous and encourage change, Putin through trusting his inner voice,
Zelenskyy more because his Life Path (51/ 15/ 6), his Personal Intent (PI) (50/ 5) and his inner
challenge (25/ 7) encourages him to embrace change and new thinking. (51/ 15/ 6 in numerology
also represents ‘the sword of truth’).
Other strong influences are 34/ 16/ 7 (Putin’s Life Path and the OSE of Ukraine) and 43/ 16/ 7
(Putin’s Personal Intent and Zelenskyy’s Hereditory No.).
The 34/ 7 energy encourages systemic spiritual growth as new structures (4) emerge through
creativity and communication.
The 43/ 7 encourages instability and transformation as creativity and communication (3) influence
an existing structure (4).
The 16/ 7 in numerology can be viewed as ‘being encouraged down a spiritual path’ (7) and being
encouraged to look within for profound change to happen. The 6 in this position encourages a great
feeling of responsibility towards others, and for this to be put before the focus on self and ego (1).
Tarot comes from Numerology and 16/ 7 in Tarot is represented as ‘the tower coming down’.
This is followed by the 17/ 8 card which can be viewed as ‘finding the treasure within’ if spirituality
(7) can influence the focus on self (1) allowing a great re-evaluation to result (8).
(17/ 8 is Putin’s first goal and challenge).
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